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3 compartment sink Chlorine

Black Frigidaire freezer
Black Frigidaire refrigerator
White Frigidaire freezer
Walk in cooler
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Lettuce
Broccoli
Cooked Shrimp
Cooked Chicken
Raw beef
Raw chicken
Rice
Sweet and sour chicken

Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Cooking
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6: Employee rinse hands at 3 compartment sink. Please wash hands at hand 
sink ONLY. SOAP must be used because employee did not use soap. He then 
put on gloves to continue to fry chicken 
13: Raw shrimp stored over noodles. Raw chicken stored over buckets of sushi 
ginger. Raw beef stored over rice seasoning. This food is stored in the walk in 
cooler. 
20: Container of Broccoli and container of lettuce was sitting on counter. Leafy 
greens has to be hot held or cold held. 
21: Chopped onion that was chopped on Sunday was not date marked. Cooked 
egg rolls that was not cooked today was not date marked. 
35: Unlabeled containers of food. (Shrimp,chicken ,sauces,onions,carrots 
,lettuce ,broccoli ,frozen seaweed ,frozen ribs in ziplock bags)
37: Uncovered can of bamboo slice and water Chestnut slice. 
38: Employee is not wearing a hair restraint while removing food from fryer and 
placing food in to-go plate. 
39: Wiping cloth is sitting on counter next to soups. Please place wiping cloth in 
sanitizer bucket. 
47: Grease build up on side of fryers. 
52: Dumpster Sliding doors  are open. Please keep door closed at all times.
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18: Establishment was not cooling down food during time of inspection. I asked person in charge “what is their cooling 
down procedure?” All she remembered was the time it had to be cooled by. I explained to her again that the cooling 
process does not start until food reaches 135 degrees. I recommend her to do an ice bath to help cool chicken quicker. I 
also recommend her to use shallow pans to help food to cool quicker. I informed her that her chicken can go in the 
refrigerator at 135 degrees. She has 2 hours to get food from 135-70 degrees.  Then she has 4 hours to get food from 
70-41 degrees. 
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See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.



Source Type: Food Source: Eagle food service

Source Type: Food Source: First choice seafood

Source Type: Food Source: Restaurant depo,sams,Costco

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

ASIAN KITCHEN LUO LLC
605307040

I am conducting another routine inspection because i could not complete following up after the 10th day due to a 
storm that knocked the power out in the Bartlett area. 

Establishment could not locate their food thermometer. I explained to person in charge that establishment must 
have a food thermometer in order to cool down food the correct way.

Additional Comments


